SPAIN | VALENCIA

The Westin Valencia
A COMBINATION OF CLASSIC MODERNIST STYLE AND AVANT-GARDE TECHNOLOGY

T

he 5* Westin Valencia, originally constructed in a

impress clients or simply indulge in fine food. Guests can dine

modernist style in 1917,

is one of the most

and unwind in El Jardí throughout the day with a selection of

impressive structures situated within walking

meals, snacks and fragrant, soothing Jing Teas. Alternatively

distance from the historical, cultural, and shop-

check out the h club>valencia, the cool tunes and trendy crowd

ping centre of Valencia, a perfect location for discovering the

which have made it one of Valencia’s most popular places to

city. Behind the impressive facade 135 guest rooms combine a

enjoy a glass of Champagne or cocktail. The bar’s action spills

classic style with avant-garde technology, complete with the

out into the 1,900m sq. garden planted with an abundance of

exclusive Heavenly® Bed, Heavenly® Bath, and High Speed

exotic flora, including bay, olive, orange and lemon trees and

Internet Access. The Royale Suite is the creation of exquisite

towering date palms. When it’s time to relax the wellness centre

attention to detail and offers sheer luxury. Decorated in an

Caroli Health Club offers a broad range of options, from a full

uplifting scheme of black & white, this relaxing contemporary-

Westin Workout Fitness Studio to a swimming pool and spa-

styled 200m sq. suite offers a spacious marble bathroom with a

style pampering and revitalising treatments. The Westin WOR-

circular Jacuzzi bathtub complete with built-in television. Five

KOUT® Fitness Studio, open 24/7, allows you to exercise at

ultramodern function rooms and one banquet room make this

your own pace across a range of kinetic, anaerobic and cardio-

hotel ideal for meetings and conferences. The Westin Valencia

vascular equipment. The serene ambience of the therapeutic, salt

provides multiple choices when it comes to business, dining and

-water, ionised, indoor pool is perfect for swimming laps or

relaxation opportunities. Marble-floored corridors lined with

relaxing on comfortable loungers. Guests can further relax with

contemporary artworks by prominent Spanish artists link the

a visit to the adjacent Turkish hammam and sauna and chromat-

various venues while offering a panoramic view of the garden’s

herapy showers. Services available at the Caroli Health Club

lush foliage and lively social scene. The verdant Mediterranean

include invigorating massages, soothing facials, rejuvenating

oasis forms the heart of the hotel and each restaurant, bar and

body scrubs, and pampering wraps utilising Decléor products.

lounge boasts its own alfresco terrace surrounded with bougainvillea, wisteria or illuminated palms. The elegant Komori offers
Japanese delicacies with a modern touch, a perfect setting to
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